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CHAPTER I

PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF THE STUDY
Cooperative evaluation based upon questions and values oriented to American ideals in a climate of support
and mutuality, using new and old scientific procedure,
can make teaching a profession and bring a higher
quality of education to our children and youth (12:208).
Anyone reading current periodicals ia not quite sure
whether schools are the recipients of a process of thoughtful evaluation or are being used as scapegoats by a confused
and angry people. Whatever the case may be, the schools of
Lewis County are no exception. Like other schools, those in
Lewis County have been under the increasingly close scrutiny
of the tax-paying supporters. It is the author's belief
that one of the ways the schools in Lewis County might
remedy this is by a good evaluation program, including the
evaluation of teaching.
I.

THE PROBLEM

§'at9mtut 2f. .£.bl. pfobltm• It was the purpose of
this study (1) to find criteria used in teacher evaluation;
(2) to evaluate the criteria for a self-evaluation form;
(3) to organize a self-evaluation form for elementary teachers
(Grades 1·8) in Lewis County; and (4) to assist, in any way
possible, in keeping the professional standards of teachers
equal to or above the standards of other professions.
The author of this study had the opportunity to
observe several methods of teacher evaluation in effect
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during hia first year of teaching in Le~ia County. He
became very concerned at cha apparent lack of oraaniaation
and the absence of epecif 1ca to evaluate teachers. Oeca•
•ionally. ideas relating to criteria for evaluation ••em•d
to contradict aeverelyt and needless to aay, it was exceed•
ingly confuaing 1 especially to the be3innin1 teachers 1n thia
area. Before proceeding furthar, the author wishes to ali•
minate any feeling that the metboda being used were not
valid methods. He waa simply vague about and interested in
teacher evaluation. Finding information and proceeding
further in the study of teacher evaruation aeemed to be
the next logical move.
An inveatlaation of teacher evaluation made clear
that it 1s a valid part of the total program. At thla
point the author waa •till dl•turbed because he had not
found teacher•evaluat1on apeclf ica that did not contradict
on occasion. The study was than directed at f indlng cri•
teria to be evaluated by the teaehera of Lewi• County to
determin• thoae character1at1ca they believed were impor•
tant in becoming a auccesaful teacher. a profeaaional per•
son with the highest of profesaional atandards.
Elementary teachers (Grades 1·8) of Lewis County
were included in the atudy. These teacher• were asked to
evaluate a composite of taachar•evaluat1on criteria found
by the author ln related literature.

Wdaitf&iODf 2'. 1lll. tSHdx•

Whenever reaearch attempts
to find comaaon ground to work from in education, it meets
th• problem of attempting to bring people of dlf ferant
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philosophies together. It has been ea1d that this is simi•
lar to add1ng oranges and apples and trying to come up with
apples. Each person is right in his own philosophy• accord·
ing to his way of thinking. There is, nevertheless, a need
for a common ground or foundation, no matter how many phil·
osophies exist.
The author realizes the importance of individual
philosophy and at the same time realizes that a study of
this sort will be most valid to persons in the area of the
study. It should not be considered as other than a guide in
any other locality. The results may serve as a foundation
to an individual school, to be revised by this school to
accomplish its goals.
II.

A PR.EVIE;,/ OF FOLLOWING CHAPTERS

following chaptera contain information from related
literature, methods used in research, findings, and con•
clusions obtained from the research. The questionnaire and
letter used in the study a.re located in the appendix.

CHA PT 1£.ft I I

METdOD OF INV&STIGAT!ON
Many problems bear investigation insofar as educa•
t1on is concerned. The question is to select one that is
significant to the author•s personal work, to his school,
to his community, or to general progress. The selection
of the present problem, a result of the author's becoming
interested in the field of teacher evaluation. grew out of
much discussion with fellow teachers and administrators.

It was decided that self •evaluation is a valid form of
teacher evaluation and that the problem of selecting criteria for a self •evaluation form would not only serve the
author•s purpose, but would be valuable to the area in
general.
I.

PROCEDURE

Fact•f tnding became the first step for the author.
Finding material for a background in teacher evaluation
became the first objective.

After obtaining a list of

sources, the author wrote to the research divisions of the
National Education Association and Washington i'.:ducat1on
Association for additional information and references. The
study was then directed from background material to the
examination of criteria usad in teacher evaluation.
Lists of criteria found by the author were sorted
and a composite formed from theae lists. 'fhis composite 1
containing items most of ten mentioned or suggested by
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references, was to become the foundation for the question•
naire used in this study. Forn1ing the questionnaire was the
next step. The author then sent the questionnaire to the
elementary teachers 1n Lewis County and askt.}d th.em to evaluate the criteria. In other words, did these teachers agree
that all or part of the criteria was important and should
be on a self-evaluation form? The questionnaire and accompanying letter may be found in the appendix.

II.

SOURCES

The elementary teachers (Grades 1·8) of Lewis County
were the primary source of the original research. The names,
positions, and addresaes of these teachers were obtained frotn
the Lewis County Educational Directory, a handbook compiled
by the County School Off ice, Chehalis, Washington.
Two
hundred and fifty-seven questionnaires were sent to the
teachers in Hay, 1959. Sixty-one per cent of the questionnaires were ratui.~od. r"ollowing chapters will include the
results and the conclusions from the results of the question•
naire.

CHAPTER III

RE.:vu:w or

THE LITE::(ATURE

ilithout a doubt, appraisal of teachinz has been going

on as long as there has been teaching. but teacher evaluation.
like the general field of education. has changed rapidly
within recent yoars. At no time has everyone been satis•
f ied with the situation. The SGarch is still going on.
In the early 1900 1 s the problem of evaluating teacher
efficiency was placed 1.n the field of research and objective
measure rather than in t.he field of opinion. Credit is
given to J. L. Merrie.n, who in 190.5 attempted to show relationship between scholarship and teaching ability (17:325).
In 1910, at a meeting of city superintendents in Washing_~on,
o.c •• Edward c. Elliot presented a report entitled ~A Tentative Scheme for the Measurement of Teaching Efficiency. 0
Je was attempting to determine whether quantitative stand•
ards could be applied to the measurement of teaching ef f i•
ciency (17:325). Tbis would indicate an aarly interest of
administrators in the probletu.
After 1920, interest in teacher ap~raisal increased.
More and more persons seemed concerned and tried to find
the answer.
One of the best known studies in the field of evaluation is the commonwealth Teacher Training Study,
reported by Charters and Waples in 1929. This study
attempted to provide such a comprehensive description
of the duties and traits of teachers that a basis
might be secured for determining what teachers should
be taught (17:326).

-
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In the late 1930's, considerable interest in pupil
ratings of teachers developed. Ratings of all kinds were
suggested or tried. Ideas were expressed on a merit system
for teachers. Many of the textbooks in education during
this time stressed rating, but at the same time seemed to
be dissatisfied or uncomfortable with ratings.
General estimates of a teacher's efficiency in a
classroom should be supplemented by objective appraisals. Such appraisals may be assisted by the use of
rating scales and by administration of tests to esti•
mate the results of instruction. • • • Finally, it
cannot be too strongly urged that teacher rating is
but an instrument to facilitate constructive programs
of supervision and the self •improvement of teachers
(26:428).
The fact that the teacher and the supervisor may,
together, evaluate in the light of their own situation and
judgment began to take hold in the early i940'••
'the cooperative approach to teacher evaluation,

involving active participation of both teacher and
supervisor, received considerable stimulus as a result
of the report of the American Council in 1944 prepared
by Troyer and Pace (17:327).
I.

METHODS OF EVALUATION

Some of the confusion that exists in teacher appraisal
may be the result of the failure to distinguish between
methods or types of appraisal. In an attempt to overcome
some of this confusion, Beecher (3:31) separated the general
area of teacher evaluation into five specific types:
1. Those based on supervisor's and administrator's
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expectations, representing for the most part
assembled lists of desirable qualities.
2. Rating scales and observational techniques.
3. Predictive appraisal of training institutions.
4. Studies of pupil opinion and reaction.
5. Diagnostic and anecdotal methods.
Yeager (31:295-322) attempted to distinquish between
methods of evaluation and methods of applying measures of
evaluation. Briefly stated, the methods of evaluation were:
l. General impression method.
2. Data gathering devices.
3. Measures of pupil growth and opinions.
4. Score cards and rating scales.
5. Check scales.
There were three methods of applying the above
measures of evaluatlon; (1) evaluation by superior offi•
cers, (2) joint evaluation, and (3) self-evaluation. Both
of the above authors mentioned the frequent difficulty of
d1atinqu1ehing between one particular type o.f appraisal and
another. If one were to classify all the above forms of
evaluation, there would, no doubt, be some overlapping.

II.

TH~

USE OF RATING IN &VALUATION

One of the very controversial methods of teacher
evaluation is the method of rating. Some argue that there
are actually two kinds of rating: (1) rating: A subjective,
qualitative judgment of a teacher given by a rater (princi•
pal, supervisor, superintendent, or a member of the board
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of education) without the participation of the rated per•
son, and (2) merit•rat1ng: A subjective, qualitative judg•
ment made by a rater without the participation and with or
without the knowledge of the person rated for purposes of
determining salary, promotion, or reward (2:8-9).
The Association for Supervision and Curriculum
Development, after two years of exploration into the issues
and problems involved in teacher rating, stated that there
are four main issues dealing with teacher rating (2:5•16).
The first of these issues has to do with motives which under•
lie efforts of individuals toward self-improvement. Does
the reward•or•punishment provision implicit in most rating
plans help the individual to make his greatest effort toward
professional growth? Does fear of demotion or of reduction
in pay cause the teacher to strive consciously and intell1·
gently to "mend his ways,'' even though he has to go in the
direction prescribed by the rating plan or by the person who
does the rating? Or has not modern psychology found sounder
principles upon which to base a program for encouraging
teachers• efforts to accomplish best results in working with
children?
The second issue involved in teacher rating has to
do more directly with the process of avaluation. What is
the purpose of evaluation? rhe question involved is whether
we, in a democracy, want a type of authoritarian evaluation
which guides individuals into unquestioning obedience to
persons superior in status. On the other hand, would it not
be preferable to develop a type of democratic organization
in which qualities of cooperative evaluation would bo
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explored, understood, and used continuously, freely, crea•
tively by all concerned in the process?
!he third issue has to do with the effect of current
teacher-rating practices upon prof ess1onal growth. Just
what are the characteristics of the main types of rating plans
currently in use? Do these plans actually help the teacher
see his "points of weakness,•• and so automatically encourage
him toward greater efforts to overcome these faults? Or do
these plans, because of their very nature cause greater
tension and anxiety, and have undesirable and sometimes
disastrous eff ecta upon the professional development of the
individual?
The fourth issue described by the American Associa•
tion for Supervision and Curriculum Development related to
the kind of organization which will best foster and encourage
professional growth on the part of individuals and groups.
Is the school. or the superintendent alone concerned in
evaluation of the school'• program, of results of instruc•
tion? Or is evaluation the privilege and responsibility of
every person affected by the school's program?
By looking at the past fifty years and at our present
situation, one can safely say that rating is not a satisfac•
tory method of teacher evaluation. About 1920 1 11. w. Nutt
favored rating. However, he had the following to say about
rating:
If a set of definite standards cannot be set up, by
means of which the efficiency of the teacher can be
reliably measured, then the rating of teachers should
be abandoned altogether (18:215).
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It is the author's finding that rating has not, and
may not be satisfactory, for several specific reasons (30:
293-298):
l. Rating could be used outside the classroom for
purposes other than the improvement of instruc•
2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

t1on.
Ratings were often based on the assumption that
one or two visits to a classroom provide suf fi·
cient evidence for making a judgment concerning
the quality of the teaching. The situations
might not be typical or perhaps the teacher and
student were unaccustomed to visitors.
Ratings were often based on classroom observation
in which only portions of a lesson were seen.
Rating tended to establish one pattern to which
the teacher must conform, for example, there
might have been a rating form worked out by the
administration and supervisory staff.
Rating tended to reduce the freedom of the
teacher and class. Quite often a lesson plan
forced teachers to overlook real opportunities
for purposeful learning. The class usually
worked on what was in the lesson plan. Requiring a lesson plan also tended to decrease creative teaching. the teacher tended to use the
same course and plans as the year before.
Rating usually tended to keep the supervisor
from helping the teacher with weaknesses. The
teacher quite of ten was afraid to admit
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weaknesses, as salary incrttases and advancement
of ten were determined by what the supervisor saw
in the classroom.
7. Rating tended to pr~vent cooperative working
relationships between the supervisor and the
supervised. This was probably the most serious
defect of rating.
Moore and Walters stated that:
A state•wide study as a result of a legislative
action in North carolina, entitled Measurement of
Teacher Merit, rests its case on the criterion that
teacher worth be evaluated upon the teacher's ability
to produce growth in pupils . . . . . All things considered,
this research failed to £ind any system of measuring
teacher merit which the writer is willing to recom•
mend be adopted as a basis for paying the salaries of
all teachers (17:342).
Elsbree and Reutter said:
Rating schemes that call for critical appraisal of
individual teacher achievement tend to creat~ a gap
between principal• and supervisors on one hand and
classroom teachers on the other hand (8:238).
Existing rating devices often do not measure what
they purport to measure, and, in addltion, the ratings
accorded often are nvt reliable. Many rating forms
include items that have little relationship to teach•
ing efficiency (8:239).
III.

THE VALUE OF ACHIEVEMENT TESTS IN EVALUATION

Evaluating teachers by pupil achievement tests has
also been unsatisfactory. This was probably due to two
reasons (30:297): (1) a teacher with a low intelligence
group would be rated or evaluated below a teacher with a
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high intelligence group, and (2) an achievement test gives
no recognition to the skills in emotional and social
advancement of pupils. In evaluation, ach1e'V$Jlent tests
could be used to learn more about pupils' abilities, status,
and growth, and to provide a basis of judgment concerning
activities that were needed mo1t.
IV.

SELl"•iiVALUATION OR THE

COOP.ER.ATlVE APPitOACH TO EVALUATION

It is becoming increasingly difficult for the super•
visor to maintain the traditional position of being
superior to teachers in knowledge of method and subject
matter. If, in his criticism of teaching procedures
and bis suggestions for improvement, the supervisor
assumes that he is superior in these respects, he courts
teacher resentment and ridicule.

An alert supervisor will encourage the teacher to
take an active part 1n all of the procedur~s or phases
of evaluation (20:22).
It is common knowledge that a subject-centered cur•
riculum no longer stands as a line of defense between
the community and the school-marm or•maater whose author•
ity was more manual than inspiring (14:499).

The best hope seems to lie in self •evaluation by the
total staff. by classroom groups, by individual teachers,
and by individual pupils (30:298). Evaluation of teaching
should be part of an entire school program of evaluation.
The center of focus should be the improvement of the learning situation.
Evaluation is the process of making judgments that are
to be uaed as a basis for planning. It consiate of estab•
lishing goals, making judgments about evidence, and

revic1ng procedures and goals in the light of the judg•
ments. It is a procedure for improving the product,
the process, and even the goals themselves.
Evaluation is an important phase of group leadership.
It ia the procedure through which a supervisor can bring
about group self•improvmnent (30:292).

All persons involved in the situation should have
had a part in establishing the criteria by which they will
have been evaluated.

Participation in the evaluation

develops more mature and responsible teachers. When a
supervisor makes a judgment about teaching, the reaponsi•

bility for improving the instruction rests with him (30:299}.
He knows what is wrong and it is his duty to improve it.
When taacher& make the judgments, possibly with the help of
the supervisor, and find themselves unsatisfactory, they are
responsible to themselves for improvement. Self-evaluation
centers the full attention on the learning situation. The
teacher no longer ha& to concantrate on fooling the supervisor (30:299). In addition, self•evaluation enables the
teacher co bring pupils into the evaluation.
The group approach to evaluation is one form of self·
evaluation. There is also a need for the individual to take
stock of what he alone has contributed to the enterprise and
what steps he should take to improve his own efficiency
(8:245). The very process of taking stock can have thera•
pautic value and can conceivably result in many desirable
changes.
School administration must move cautiously in the use
of teacher self-evaluation blanks. They should not be
used as a means of escape from duty by the administrator or the supervisor.. At most such forms would be for
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the tencher• s ot-m uee. Their use roflects their title••
self•evaluation••and little more. Thay carry no value
for comparative persons. They may help a supervisor in
working \•11th teachers individually, but to file them in
a school office might imply that in a sense some teachers
would be testifying against themselves (27:421).

If self•evaluation is to be effective, certain condi•
tiona should prevail. The teacher should see i.t as a proce•
dure for getting more satisfaction out of his job. The
evaluation should never be filed with someone who will use
it as a basis for promotion or salary increase. If a super•
visor wants to stimulate self-evaluation, he must build
security in his teachers. A teacher, like any pupil or
supervisor, must feel secure. Self-evaluation is a process
used by secure people.
V.

CLASSROOM OBSERVATIONS

Classroom observations, if properly done, can assist
the supervisor immensely in helping and guiding the teacher
during evaluation. It should be understood by the teacher
and the supervisor that the observations are not for rating
·but a basis for analysis of spec1f 1cs with which the teacher
desires help. Classroom observations should not be used
until a basis of friendly understanding exists between the
teacher and the supervisor, at least until the teacher knows
the supervisor and feels secure with him. The supervisor
should not do anything that would make the teacher feel less
secure during the observation. .ae shoul.d not break into
the conversation or correct the teacher. The supervisor
should sit where he can observe pupil reactions. because he

lf)

will want to focus his attention on the interaction of pupils
with the teacher •• • • wiles stated that the supervisor will
want to ask himself the f ollowin3 questions during a classroom observation:
l. Is the classroom one in which children feel secure
in their relationships with each other and with
the teacher?
2.

the children see purpose in what they are
doing?

3.

Al:'e children seeking ways of carrying out their
purposeB or are they seeking to discover what
the teacher wants done?

4.

ls there opportunity for creative thinking and
activity in the claseroom1

5.

Is cooperation encouraged?

6.

Are children stimulated to evaluate their ways
of working and to plan revision of procedures
that will make their work more ef feetive?

7.

A're the classroom equipment and materials organ•
1zed to increase efficiency with which the group
achieves its purposes (30:307)?
-

Do

The post-observation discussion should be informal,
perhaps over a cup of coffee, with both the teacher and the
supervisor at ease.
The supervisor must not make value judgments concern•
ing what has gone on. His function is to assist the
teacher in analyzing the situation and in formulating
procedures for improving the work for the class. He
should not ask leading questions designed to convince
the teacher of his own point of view. The supervisor
should give his opinion when it is called for and should
off er suggestions when the teacher a.ska for them, but it
is not his function to tell the teacher what should be
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done. ae is a resource person not a director. He is
there to help the teacher grow in self ·direction and
professional maturity, not to increase the dependence
of the teacher on someone else's judgment (30:308).

VI.

CRITERIA SUGGESTED FOR TEACHER EVALUATION

During this study the author had the opportunity to
organize a composite of criteria. While working on this
composite, the author found numerous ideae or criteria and
how to select criteria.

On

the selection of criteria,

i:Usbree and Reutter said three items were important to

consider (8:242):
1. Staff growth.
2. Achievements of pupils.
3. The school's contribution to community improve•
men ta.
Researchers in the field of teacher competence have
pointed out how carefully the criterion must be defined.
The· following requirements among others are essential (13:
229):
1. It must be sufficiently comprehensive to point to
the expertness needed in community and prof essional activities as well as classroom management.
2.

The areas of expertness must be objectively
defined so that there will be a common understanding among the various groups concerned
with teacher competencei and

3.

It must be so developed as to be adaptable to a
variety of community requirements, and to the
changing conditions in our society. This is
possible only if it is derived from the basic
purposes that education must serve in our society.
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c.

A. Long stated that the following should be considered when selecting criteria (14:503):
l.

Is this evaluation program helping to meet the
personal needs of our faculty?

2.

How ls our program improving our school?

3.

now about public relations? • • • Are

moving
forward in the estimations of our parents and the
community in general?

More information on

sel~ation

we

of criteria will be

found in Weber (29:98·118).
If the reader is interested in criteria, the author
would refer him to Berger (5:101·104), Powell (21:31), Reeder
(22:224·231), Sartor (24:448)• Spears (27:416-420), and
Vanderwerf (28;1•54),. The suggested composite from these
sources and others will be found on the questionnaire in the
appendix of this paper.
Vll.

SUMMAR'!

If evaluations of teaching are to have lasting bene•
f 1cial effects, it will be because the individual teachers

whose work is evaluated have learned to view their own
efforts somewhat dispassionately and sctentlfically.
£valuation programs will contain varying amounts of
threat for each individual, depending on the whole
groups of associated conditions. To minimize the threat,
and to learn how to make professional use of the objec•
tive data obtained, constitute a challenge to the pro•
fess1on as a whole and to each individual in it, which,
if successfully met, can raise the general quality of
educational effort to a new plane now seen in only the
exceptional classrooms and schools (23:237).
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Evidence indicates that if the teaching profession is
going to raise its standards up to and above those of other
professions, it should be willing to face evaluation, to
experiment, and to proceed or change in tna light of the
results. Self•evaluation has proved itself a valid method,
a method used by secure people. A valid way to improve the
school is evaluation from ''inside," with all members con•
cerned. lbe following chapters will show how the information
in this chapter was applied in the study in Lewis County.

CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS IN THE

RES~ARCH

:-{uest1onna1res were sent to 257 elementary teachers
(.:.;rades l•S) in Lewis County. Slightly over 61 per cent of
the questionnaires were returned. The questionnaire contained
a composite of forty•f our teacher qualities selected from
various references. Teachers were asked to rate the criteria as to importance for a self •evaluation form. These
qualities were divided as to personal qualities and profes•
sional qualities. Space was provided for comments and sug•
gestions. The reader may find the questionnaire and accom•
panying letter in the appendix.
The next step was to tabulate the results of the
questionnaires. Table I, Figure 1, and Figure 2 on the
following pages relate the complete data frolci the question•
naire. Of the forty-four items listed in the questionnaire,
several were rated high, one comparatively low. The fol•
lowing seventeen qualities were listed by most participating
teachers as im?erative for a self-evaluation form.
Do 1:

l.

2.

3.

Accept personal responsibility for compliance
with rules and for attention to administrative
requests?
Use discretion and consideration in speaking of
my school or colleagues?
Co-operate with immediate administrators and
supervisors?

TABLE I
ANr..LYBIS OF QURST!Dmrnuu;"

I.egernh
{Tl'!?t'H~flt.'l
.,d ~v,,,."~'*tt-& L

(4) It?perat1ve

(3) ImpOl'"tant

(2) !ne!dental

-4

~lH TJir><"
dv<iJ.t*-0t·~lj)

P•

Do Is
l.

lcoept ?>e?sona1 responsibility for e~p11ance
v1th rules and for att~nticn to flldr· 1n1strat.1ve
roqiaests?

2.

Accept cr1t1eism or recognition

3. Can7 a fair share

....

s1b111t1es?

of

gracefully~'

out-of-class

r~spon-

Acc~pt group decisions without ncceasar117
agreeing?

;. Use d1acret1on and consideration in trJ'Hking
ot 117 school or colleaRQea?

6. Co-operate vith 1~~1ate
and supervisors?

1. Work understandingly

ad~1n1stt"ators

And eo-operativel7

vit.b parents?

8. SuppfWt and pal"t1eipTite 1n pal"ent-teacher
groups?

D~.T A

(1) Not Important

3

2

1

l.Qbl

115

37

1

l+

157

62

84

6

2

15'2

47

91

12

;

1;s

SI+

76

15

5

150

106

45

1

3

155'

119

32

1

$

1~

93

~

31

90

1

3

1S3

26

1

13't

..."'

9
~·~
~
J. Ch,~.',

PF.!B§ONU,

I ( con ti nueu
A)

2U&tr1JE~

!t.

J

l

l

!!!~

10

1'5

62

;

1'52

7S

72

i.

1

l'JS'

Do ts

9.

Participate in eommunit7 aet1vtt1es?

10. Dress appropriately; am I
and poised?

11.

12.

well-~roomed

Interpr~t the sehnol's program and po11c1ea
to tbe oommonit7 as occasion perm1ta1

37

,..

20

3

15\

Show genuine respect{ concern and warmth
for others, both chi d and adult?

9~

5'6

1

1+

156

19

72

;

0

l~

Attempt to eorr~et personal habits and
Nm'lflt'isms tbat dtttract from effective
teaching?

,...

76

1+

2

156

Xeep myself ph7aiea111 f1t1 am I h~ndi
eapped by too f'r~qatJnt absence or illness?

78

10

2

4

15'+

83

69

3

1

1+9

90

11

1+

156
15'+

S7

19

16

2

15't

13. Speak clearly, use r.ood English 1n a
~11-modulated

11+.
1~.

volee?

16. Maintain sound e::.tot1onal adjust~ent;
I calm and mture in lfff reactions?

~~

17. PJ'omote triendl7 1nti-asehoo1 relat!onships'Z
18.

Adjust easil.7 to ehanr,es in proeedure; not

consider

fll'I

own program

a11-1~pO'!"tant.

~

TABLE I (continued)
l.BOFRSSI_mj~_L

QUALITIES

!t

.3.

.2

l

Total.

89

5'()

2

2

152

?14-

72

4

1

151

Do Ii

1. :mtve the respect or ey st~ldent s1 secure
voluntary co-oper~tion; h":Ve a !!!1nir.mm
Of behavior prO!Jlerc:s'l
2.

Display the refinement, character, and
objectivity expected or the professional

peraon'l

70

,..

5'

3

15'2

?'+

71

3

3

151

lating elassea?

69

78

2

2

151.

Practice pr1nc1ples ot de~oeratie leadership v1th children and adults?

6lt.

79

4

4

1~

73

11

4

;

1'3

85'

5"6

4

5'

1~

47

81

12

1

11t7

3. Help each child set appro}.l!"iate
tor himsett?

l+.

go~l•

Vary method and content to suit individual
41fterences and goals?

5'. Direct interesting, varied, arYJ st1mu6.

7. Plan

eaob day careru117, but am tlextbte
in ut1l!s1nf 1~.m$d1l"lte ~dueationa.1 OJ't~O?"•
tun1t1es?

B. Help children develop and strenrth•n their
moral and spiritual qualities?

9. Bava work ams arranged tor maximum pupil
st1malat1on and ace6~p11sh?:M\lnt?

N
w

TABLE I (continued)

-4

l

.a

1

%gtll,

social needs?

81

63

4

3

151

Handle behavior problems individually
when possible?

81

6;

3

4

153

68

7'J

3

...

150

5'9

82

12

1

154

63

Tl

9

2

lf)l

72+-

71

4

3

1;2

64

71

9

3

147

70

72

;

4

151

110

3;

2

4

1;1

PR OFE!'~l_Q?it,1.t _QIJ_ALD:_IEB

Do It
10. Recognize each child•s emotional and
11.

12. Help children achieve satisfaetor117
in skill subjects?

13. Help children evaluate themselves and
their growth as a means or further growth?
11+.

Encourage pupils to make their own judg-

ments according to their various levels

or

15'.

maturity?

Encoarage growth in democratic part1c1pation and sharing or respons1b111t1ea?

16. Help students to integrate their learning
experience into a meaningful pattern?

17. Help children develop the ability to

wwk profitably in clas$room situations?

18. Belp children acquire good study and
work habits?

'

TABLE I (continued)

f.ROfE§}}IOffAL

~UlLlll.ES.

l

Total.

1

1+

1;2

33

0

4

153

-4

J

98

11-9

116

t''
"'
......

Do Ia

19. Feel proud of

my profession and attempt

to promote respect tor it?

20.

Have genuine concern ror all rrrr students
regardless or their cultural, intellectual,
or academic status?

21.

Not abuse privileges?

93

48

;

4

11+9

22.

Continuall.7 grow professionally throngb
study! experimentation, and participation n professional activities?

80

64

l+

3

151

23. Criticize and constantly try to improve
rftl' own work?

a;

60

~

2

15'2

5lf.

83

10

2

149

25. Possess adequate subject matter background?

87

55

4

3

149

26. Maintain an attractive and healthful class•

68

7;

4

3

15n

24.

Initiate or participate fully in activities designed to meet the needs or my
particular school?

room?

I\)
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FIGURE 1

COMPUUi.Tl\fE REStn.TS OBTAI ED FH0!1

;ALY. IS OF QUESTIO NAIRE
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FIGURE 2
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COMPARATIVE RESULTS OBTl.INED FRO.{ U ALYf-IS OF UESTIO ~NA IRE
(PART II, PROFESSIOIML QUI: f,ITI ES}
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imper ative
important
incidental
not i mportant
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4.

s.
6.
7.

a.
9.
10.
11.
12.

13.

14.
15.

16.

Work understandingly and co-operatively with
parents?
Show genuine respect, concern and warmth for
others, both child and adult?
Maintain sound emotional adjustment; am I calm
and mature in my reactions?
Have the respect of my students; secure volun•
tary co-operation; have a minimum of behavior
problems?
Help children develop and strengthen their
moral and spiritual qualities?
Recognize each child's emotional and social
needs?
rlandle behavior problems individually when
possible?
Help children acquire good study and work
habits?
Feel proud of my profession and attempt to
promote respect for it?
Have genuine concern for all my students
regardless of their cultural, intellectual,
or academic status?
Not abuse privileges?
Continually grow professionally through study,
experimentation, and participation in prof es•
sional activities?
Criticize and constantly try to improve my
own work?

29
17.

Possess adequate subject matter background?

One item, number nine under pereonal qualities,
was rated comparati.vely low.; It reads: Do I participate
in community activities? COmments concerning this fact
were on many of the questionnaires. The consensus that
teachers can too easily overdo community activity, some•
times to the point that the job and the person are affected.
Comments and suggestions on the returns were many
in number. The author will mention only those that frequently appeared. Very strong comments were received
against a person rating himself and giving his rating to
his principal, and a person attempting to rate another as
a basis for salary. Many expressed the idea that all the
criteria in the questionnaire ware valuable and should be
included on a self•evaluation form. Some went further,
eaying that it would be valuable to use self •evaluation at
regular intervals. Thie would check the progress and
assist in planning. On the other aide, some reacted very
favorable to the criteria but suggested that they might be
idealistic and hard for the average teacher to reach.
One teacher, in his comments about the questionnaire,
fairly well summarized the feeling of many. He said,
I feel that the personal relationship between child
and teacher ia very important and is of tan the thing
that encourages a child to go on to success and per•
sonal accompliehment. the only persons who feel this
relationship are the teacher and the child. It would
be hard for another person to judge this.

CfWTER V

SUM.MARY AND CONCLUSIONS OF THE STUD'i

I.

SUMMARY

If the teachers of Lewis County wish to maintain
professional status equal to or above that of other professions, they must be willing to face evaluation. Evaluation should not be a threatening device held over the
teacher's head. Rather, it should be a process of making
judgments to be used as a basis for planning. Evaluation
is a procedure for improving the product. the process. and
even the goals themselves. Studies have proved that self•
evaluation is a valid method of evaluation, that the very
process of taking stock can have therapeutic value and
result 1n many desirable changes. Self-evaluation is a
process successfully used by &ecure people. The teachers
in Lewis County should be willing not only to face evalua•
tion, but to ex.pertinent and to proceed or change in light
of the results.
The elem.entary teachers of Lewis County have indicated
their interest in evaluation by the percentage of returns on
the questionnaire. These returns contained the ranking of
criteria by the teachers. and comments and suggestions indicating their fe$lings or ideas relating to certain aspects
of evaluation.

31
II.

CONCLUSIONS

Research in related literature provided evidence
that teacher self-appraisal is a valid method of evalua-

tion.

Teacher self-evaluation is only a part of the whole

evaluation process of the total school program.

Evalua•

tion from "inside.. should provide results from .. inside."
Teachers in Lewis County have indicated an interest in
self-evaluation by comments and

su&~est1ons

sent to the

author and by returning a majority of the questionnaires.
The author has presented the sample of how a self·
evaluation form might be organi:ii:ed, using the results
obtained in Lewis County.

The sample evaluation form may

be found on the following page (Table II).
Without a doubt, teacher evaluation is still in the
trial and error stage. Proof of this lies in the various
types or methods of evaluation being used. The author
believes this is a wholesome situation.

Only by trying

these methods will teachers, supervisors, and principals
find the method and criteria for evaluation best suited

for their district or area.

The end result could very

easily be teacher self-evaluation bringing about group
self-improvement.

This would in turn make teaching a pro-

fession of higher standards and bring an even higher
quality of education to our children and youth.
There are many areas open for study relating to
teacher evaluation.

After completing the study, the author

would recommend further study relating to criteria.

This

might be a study for a specific school or building where

TABLE II
LEWIS COUNTY SCHOOLS
TEACHER SELF-EVALUATION FORM
GRADES 1-8
: ·C~LE:

0

NEVER

1

2

3 4

5
ALWAYS

PERSONAL QUALITIES
Do Is
1.

Accept personal responsibility for compliance with rules
- and for attention to administrative requests? • • • • • • • • • • • O 1

3 4

5

2

5

2

;
3 4 ;

2

3. Carry a fair share of out-of-class responsibilities?

• • • • • • • 0

3 4
1 2 3 4

4.

Accept group decisions without necessarily agreeing?

• • • • • • • 0

1

;.

Use discretion and consideration in speaking of my
school or colleagues? • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0

1

2.

6.

Accept criticism or recognition gracefully? • • • • • • • • • • • • O 1

3 4
Co-operate with immediate administrators and supervisors? • • • • • 0 1 2 3 4

7. Work understandingly and co-operatively with parents? • • • • • • • 0
8. Support and participate in parent-teacher groups? • • • • • • • •• 0
9.

Participate in community activities?

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0

2

5
5

3 4

1

2

1

2

5
3 4 5

1

2

3 4

;w
I\)

TABLE II (continued)

f.inSOM'L

QUAL:llX~~

Do Is
10.

Dress appropriately; am I well-groomed and poised? • • • • • • • •

.o

1

2

..'

4 ;

Interpret the school's program and policies to the
eommnn1ty as occasion permits? • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .o 1 2 3 4 5
12. Show genuine respect, concern and warmth tor others,
both child and adult? • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .o 1 2 3 4 5'
13. Speak clearly• use good English in a well-modulated Yo1ee? • • • • •o 1 2 3 4 5'
11.

Attempt to correct personal habits and mannerisms that
detpaet from effective teaehing? • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 1 2 3 4
15. K,eep m,self phya1ea117 f1t1 am I handicapp~d by too
frequent absence or illfless? • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .o 1 2 3 4
1i..

16. Maintain soand emotional adjustmentt am I calm and

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Promote f P1tm41Y intraschool relationships? • • • • • • • • • • •
Adjust easily to change in procedure; not cona1der
fflY own pPOgram all-important? • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

m.ture in 'l!lfl reactions?

17.
18.

.o

1 2 3 I+

.o

l

.o

1 2 3 4

2 3 ..

5'

"
5'
5
j

w
w

TABLE II (continued)

f.ROFESSIONAL ?UALITIE§
Do It

Have the respect of my students; secure voluntary
co-operation; have a minimum or behavior problems1 • • • • • • • • O 1

2

Display the refinement, character, and objectivity
expected or the professional person? • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0

1

2

3. Help each child set appropriate goals for himself? • • • • • • • • O

l

1.

2.

4.

Vary method and content to suit individual differenees and goals? • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

o

O l

3 4

5

3 4
2 3 4

5

5

2

3 4

5

;.

Direct interesting,

1

2

3 4

;

6.

Practice principles ot' democratic leadership with
children and adults? • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 1

2

3 4

;

v~ried,

and stimulating classes? • • • • • • • 0

7. Plan each

day carefully, but am flexible in ut111zing immediate educational opportun1t1es? • • • • • . • • • • • • •

0

1

2

3 4

;

and spiritual qualities? • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0

1

2

3 4

5

Have work areas arranged tor maximum pupil stimu1at1on and accomplishment? • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0

1

2

3 1+

5

10. Recognize each child's emotional and social needs? • • • • • • • • O 1

2

3 4

Handle behavior problems individually when possible? • • • • • • • 0 1

2

3

;
;

8. Help children develop and strengthen their moral
9.

11.

...

.

w

TABLE II (continued)

PROFESSION!L QUALITIES
Do I:
12.

Help children achieve satisfactorily in skill subjects? • • • •

0

1

2

3 4

5

•

0

1

2

3 4

5

•

0

1

2

3 4

5

•

0

1

2

3 4

;

•

0

1

2

3 4

5

•

0

1

2

3 4

5

•

0

1

2

3 4 5

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Have genuine concern for all my students regardless
or their cultural, intellectual, or academic status? • • • • •

0

1

2

3 4

5

0

1

2

3 4

5

21.

Not abuse privileges?

• ••

0

l

2

3 4

5

22.

Continually grow professionally through study, exper1mentation, and participation in professional activities?

• • •

0

1

2

3 4

5 w

13. Help children evaluate themselves and their growth as
a means to further growth?

14.
15'.

16.

11.
18.

•

• • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Encourage pupils to make their own judgments according
to their various levels or maturityi • • • • • • • • • • • •
Encourage growth in democratic participation and
sharing or responsibilities? • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Help students integrate their learning experience
into a meaningful pattern? • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Help children develop the ability to work profitably
in classroom situations? • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Help children acquire good study and work habits? • • • • • •
• •

19. Feel proud of rrt1 profession and attempt to promote respect for it?

20.

• • • • • • •

• • • • • • • • • • •

V\

TABLE II (continued)
PROFESSIONAL QUALITIES

Do I:
23.

Criticize and constantly try to improve my own work? • • • • • 0

l

2

24.

Initiate or participate fully in activities designed
to meet the needs of my particular school? • • • • • • • • • • 0

1

2

25. Possess adequate subject matter background? • •
26. Maintain an attractive and healthful classroom?

3 4

5
5

5

3 4

5

• • • • • • • 0

1

3 4
2 3 4

• • • • ••• 0

1

2

I

VJ

°'
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criteria might be found that are best suited for that particular school.

The author also recommends more study on the

organization of a teacher evaluation program within a
school,

The study might center around the steps that should

be taken to initiate a program of evaluation.

According to

prominent authors (29:113) more study is needed relating to
statistical method, tests and measurements, and the development of evaluative instruments.

Unless teachers can scien-

tifically, intelligently, and cooperatively uevelop their
own evaluation techniques, they can expect external sources
to do it for them.
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Date
RFD l, Box 183-A
Chehalis, Washington

Dear --------------------------•
I have become interested in the subject of teacher
evaluation, and have come to the point in my thinking where
I believe that self-evaluation is one of the practical ways
of improving the learning situation in the classroom. Therefore, as partial fulfillment of the requirements for the
Master of Education Degree, I am endeavoring to organize a
series of criteria by which elementary teachers (Grades 1-8)
in Lewis County might be able to evaluate their own classroom procedures etc ••

I now need your help in determining the relative importance of the criteria. It would be very much appreciated 1£
you would evaluate the items on the enclosed questionnaire
and place it in the mail as soon as possible. Please feel
free to make comments or suggestions in the space provided.
Results of the study will be sent upon request when the
study is complete.
Thank you.
Sincerely,

R. L. Tucker
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QUESTIONNAIRE

Keeping in mind your goals, purpose, etc., as an
elementary teacher, please rate the criteria as to importance, for a self-evaluation form, using the following
scale:
4. Imperative
3. Important
2. Incidental
l. Not important
Indicate your selection by circlin6 the 3ppropriate number.
P:!::\S0!-1AL QUALITIES
Uo I:

1.
2.
3.

4.

Accept personal responsibility for compliance
with rules and for attention to administrative
requests? •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 4 3 2 1
Accept criticism or recognition gracefully? •••• 4 3 2 1
Carry a fair share of out-of-class responsibilities? ••.••.•••.••••••••••..•••••.••.•.•.•.• 4 3 2 l
Accept group decisions without necessarily
agreeing 'l • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , •• 4 3 2 1

5.
6.

7.
8.

Use discretion and consideration in speaking
of my school or colleagues? •••••••••••••••••••• 4 3 2 l
Co-operate with immediate administrato4s and
supervisors? ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 4 3 2 1
Work understandingly and co-operatively with
parents? ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 4 3 2 1
Support and participate in parent-teacher
groups? . .•..••.•.••...•.••••••.••.••.•..•....•. 4 3 2 1
3 2 l

9. Participate in community activities? ••••••••••• 4
10. Dress appropriately; am I well-groomed and
poised? •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 4
11. Interpret the school's program and policies
to the community as occasion permits? •••••••••• 4
12. Show genuine respect, concern, and warmth
for others, both child and adult? •••••••••••••• 4
13. Speak clearly, use good English in a wellmodulated voice1 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 4

3 2 1
3 2 1
3 2 l
3 2 1
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PERSONAL QUALITIES
Do I:

14.

Attempt to correct personal habits and
mannerisms that detract from effective
teaching? ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Keep myself physically fit; am I handi•
capped by too frequent absence or illness? ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Maintain sound emotional adjustment; am
I calm and mature in my reactions? •••••••••
Promote friendly intraschool relationships? •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Adjust easily to changes in procedure;
not consider my own program all-important?

15.
16.

17.
18.

4 3 2 l
4 3 2 l
4 3 2 1
4 3 2 l

4 3 2 l

PROFESSIONAL QUALITIES
Do I:

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

7.

a.
9.

Have the respect of my students; secure
voluntary co-operation; have a minimum
of behavior problems? •••••••••••••••••••••••
Display the refinement. character, and
objectivity expected of the professional
person? •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Help each child set appropriate goals
for himself 1 • .................................
Vary method and content to suit individual
differences and goals? ••••••••••••••••••••••
Direct interesting, varied and stimulating
classes? ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Practice principles of democratic leadership with children and adults? ••••••••••••••
Plan each day carefully, but am flexible in
utilizing immediate educational opportunities? •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Help children develop and strengthen
their moral and spiritual qualities? ••••••••
Have work areas arranged for maximum pupil
stimulation and accomplishment? •••••••••••••

4 3 2 l
4 3 2 l
4 3 2 l

4 3 2 l
4

3 2 l

4 3 2 1
4 3 2 1
4 3 2 l

4 3 2 1
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PROFESSIONAL QUALITIES
Do I:

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

Recognize each child's emotional and
social needs? ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Handle behavior problems individually
when possible? •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Help children achieve satisfactorily
in skill subjects? •••••••••••••••••••••••••
Help children evaluate themselves and
their growth as a means to further growth?
Encourage pupils to make their judg•
ments according to their various levels
of maturity? •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Encourage growth in democratic partici•
pation and sharing of responsibilities? ••••
Help students integrate their learning
experience into a meaningful pattern? ••••••
Help children develop the ability to
work profitably in classroom situations? •••
Help children acquire good study and
work habits? •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Feel proud of my profession and attempt
to promote respect for it? •••••••••••••••••
Have genuine concern for all my students
regardless of their cultural, intellectual, or academic status? ••••••••••••••••••
Not abuse privileges? ••••••••••••••••••••••
Continually grow professionally through
study, experimentation, and participation
in professional activities? ••••••••••••••••
Criticize and constantly try to improve
my own work 1 • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • • •
Initiate or participate fully in activities designed to meet the needs of my
particular school? •••••••••••••••••••••••••
Possess adequate subject matter background?
Maintain an attractive and healthful
classroom? •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
COMMENTS OR SUGGESTIONS

4 3 2 1
4 3 2 1
4 3 2 1
4 3 2 1
4 3 2 l
4 3 2 l
4 3 2 l
4 3 2 1
4 3 2 1
4 3 2 l
4 3 2 l
4 3 2 l
4 3 2 1
4 3 2 l
4 3 2 l
4 3 2 1
4 3 2 1

